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Abstract—A space vector pulsewidth-modulation (SVPWM)
technique based on fractal approach for multilevel inverters is
presented. This paper proposes a view that the space vector
locations of multilevel inverters possess a fractal structure, and
the properties of fractal structure together with the simplicity
of fractal arithmetic are exploited to generate the SVPWM. The
proposed method does not use any lookup tables for sector identi-
fication. The switching space vectors are also directly determined
without using any lookup tables. The proposed scheme can be
extended to an n-level inverter, and a generalized algorithm is
also presented. The proposed scheme for generating SVPWM
for multilevel inverters is explained for a five-level inverter, and
experimental results are presented for a three-level inverter.

Index Terms—Fractals, multilevel inverters, space vector
pulsewidth-modulation (SVPWM).

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTILEVEL inverter technology finds significant ap-
plications in the area of high-power medium-voltage

energy control [1]. Multilevel inverters generate sinusoidal volt-
ages from discrete voltage levels, and pulsewidth-modulation
(PWM) strategies accomplish this task of generating sinusoids
of variable voltage and frequencies. Several techniques for the
implementation of PWM for multilevel inverters have been
developed [2]–[4]. The two main techniques of PWM gener-
ation for multilevel inverters are sine-triangle PWM (SPWM)
and space vector PWM (SVPWM) [5]–[24]. Multilevel SPWM
involves the comparison of a reference signal with a num-
ber of level shifted carriers to generate the PWM signal [6].
SVPWM involves synthesizing the reference voltage space
vector by switching among the three nearest voltage space
vectors. SVPWM is considered a better technique of PWM
implementation, owing to its associated advantages as follows:
1) better fundamental output voltage; 2) better harmonic perfor-
mance; and 3) easier implementation in digital signal processor
and microcontrollers. The implementation of SVPWM involves
the following: 1) identification of the sector in which the tip of
the reference vector lies; 2) determination of the three nearest
voltage space vectors; 3) determination of the duration of each
of these switching voltage space vectors; and 4) choosing an
optimized switching sequence. The sector identification can be
done by using coordinate transformation of the reference vector
into a 2-D coordinate system [10]–[15].
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The sector can also be determined by resolving the reference
phase vector along the three axes and by repeated comparison
with discrete phase voltages [11]–[13]. After identifying the
sector, the voltage vectors at the vertices of the sector are to be
determined. The switching voltage space vectors at the vertices
of the identified sector and the switching sequences can be
identified using lookup tables [10]–[16]. The calculation of the
duration of the voltage vectors can be simplified by mapping the
identified sector to correspond to a sector of two-level inverter
[14], [15]. Techniques utilizing the equivalence of SVPWM
with SPWM can also automatically generate the SVPWM
signals from the instantaneous reference phase voltages [22].

In this paper, a novel approach for the generation of SVPWM
for multilevel inverter is presented. It is motivated from the
fact that the switching voltage space vector representation of
any multilevel inverter has an inherent fractal structure, with
the basic unit of this structure being the triangle made of the
vertices of three adjacent inverter voltage space vectors. As
the number of levels increases, it can be viewed that each
sector gets further divided into smaller triangular regions or
sectors. This paper is pivoted on this idea, and a method for
generating SVPWM signals for multilevel inverters is proposed
based on the generation of fractals. The proposed method
uses simple arithmetic for determining the sector and does not
require lookup tables. The switching vectors are also directly
determined using simple arithmetic and hence does not require
lookup tables. In the proposed method, all the redundant states
of each switching voltage space vector are also generated
automatically without using lookup tables. This paper explains
the proposed method for a five-level inverter and presents the
experimental results for a three-level inverter. A generalized
algorithm for n-level inverter is also presented.

II. INHERENT FRACTAL STRUCTURE IN THE SPACE

VECTOR REPRESENTATION OF MULTILEVEL INVERTER

The voltage space vector represents the combined effect
of the three reference phase voltages at a particular instant.
The generation of PWM using space vector SVPWM involves
approximating the instantaneous reference voltage space vector
by switching the three nearest inverter voltage space vectors [9].
Fig. 1(a) shows the voltage space vectors of two-level inverter.
The voltage space vector locations for a three-level inverter are
shown in Fig. 1(b), where A00, A01, A02, A03, A04, A05, and
A06 are the same as the locations of the voltage space vectors
of two-level inverter. Consider the region marked I in the case
of two-level inverter [Fig. 1(a)], formed by the vectors located
at A00, A01, and A02. In the case of three-level inverter, as in
Fig. 1(b), this region has three additional voltage space vectors
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Fig. 1. (a) Voltage space vectors of two-level inverter. (b) Voltage space
vectors of three-level inverter.

Fig. 2. Switching space vectors of five-level inverter.

located at A11, A12, and A13. It may be noted that the three
additional voltage space vectors are located at the midpoints
of each side of the sector of equivalent two-level inverter. The
three additional switching voltage space vectors together with
the switching voltage space vectors located at A00, A01, and
A02 result in four sectors within ΔA00A01A02 of the three-
level inverter.

Fig. 2 shows the locations of voltage space vectors for a five-
level inverter. In Fig. 2, in the case of the triangular region
formed by the voltage space vectors located at A00, A01, and
A02, besides the voltage space vectors of three-level inverter,
nine additional voltage space vectors are present. The nine addi-
tional vectors are located at A21, A22, A23, A24, A25, A26, A27,
A28, and A29. It may be noted that the nine additional vectors
are located at the midpoints of the sides of sectors of three-
level inverter. The nine additional vectors together with the
voltage space vectors of three-level inverter result in 16 sectors
within ΔA00A01A02 of the five-level inverter (Fig. 2). In this
manner, each sector in the voltage space vector representation
of an equivalent two-level inverter is divided into four smaller
sectors, resulting in voltage space vector locations of three-level
inverter. Each of the sectors of three-level inverter is further
divided into four smaller sectors, resulting in switching space
vectors of five-level inverter. The process gets repeated for
generation of voltage space vectors for higher level inverters.

Any basic structure that evolves by dividing itself into struc-
tures similar to it is said to have fractal structure [25]. The
voltage space vector representation of a higher level inverter
can be conceived as generated from the voltage space vector
representation of two-level inverter, wherein the sectors (which

Fig. 3. Triangularization of region I of equivalent two-level inverter.

are triangular regions) of two-level inverter get progressively
divided and subdivided. The basic structure, which is a triangle
(sector), is transformed by further dividing itself into smaller
triangles. From that point of view, the switching voltage space
vector representation of multilevel inverters has a fractal struc-
ture, where the basic structure is a triangle. In fractal theory, the
fractal structure with triangle as basic structure that gets divided
into four smaller triangular regions, joined by the midpoints of
the sides of the triangle, is called the Sierpinski triangle [25].

Therefore, in this paper, it is proposed that the space vector
locations of multilevel inverters possess a fractal structure, and
the properties of fractal structure together with the simplicity
of fractal arithmetic can be exploited to generate the switching
voltage space vectors and the optimum switching sequence
without using lookup tables. Moreover, while going for higher
and higher levels, as the fractal structure evolves with a repeated
procedure, the PWM also can be generated by repeating the
same technique.

III. PROCESS OF GENERATING SECTORS FROM THE BASIC

TRIANGULAR SECTOR—TRIANGULARIZATION

As explained in the previous section, due to the inherent
fractal structure associated with multilevel inverter, the voltage
space vector representation of two-level inverter grows to that
of higher level inverters by repeated division of each sector. At
every stage, the triangular region is divided into four smaller
triangular regions, due to the presence of the additional voltage
space vectors. The additional voltage space vectors are located
at the midpoint of each side of the sector. The sectors of higher
level inverter can therefore be generated by such repeated
triangularization. Let us consider region I of the two-level
inverter formed by vertices A00, A01, and A02 [Fig. 1(a)]. The
coordinates of three vertices are (α00, β00), (α01, β01), and
(α02, β02), respectively (Fig. 3). The coordinates of the three
new voltage space vectors located at A11, A12, and A13 can
be obtained from the coordinates of A00, A01, and A02. The
coordinates of A11, A12, and A13 are given by the following,
respectively,

α11 =
1
2
(α00 + α01) β11 =

1
2
(β00 + β01) (1)

α12 =
1
2
(α00 + α02) β12 =

1
2
(β00 + β02) (2)

α13 =
1
2
(α01 + α02) β13 =

1
2
(β01 + β02). (3)
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Fig. 4. Normalized space vector representation of five-level inverter (with co-
ordinates of the vectors of equivalent two-level inverter) and the instantaneous
position of reference voltage space vector at two instants.

The associated switching vector states for voltage space
vectors can also be determined in a similar manner. The inverter
switching states corresponding to the voltage space vector
located at A00, A01, and A02 are (a0 b0 c0), (a1 b1 c1), and
(a2 b2 c2), respectively (Fig. 3). The switching states of the
new voltage space vectors at A11(a3 b3 c3), A12(a4 b4 c4), and
A13(a5 b5 c5) can be obtained as

x3 =
1
2
(x0 + x1) (4)

x4 =
1
2
(x0 + x2) (5)

x5 =
1
2
(x1 + x2) (6)

where x takes a, b, and c for the respective phases.
Equations (1)–(6), which are simple averaging, represent the
arithmetic procedure used in the proposed method for dividing a
triangular region (sector) into four similar regions by generating
three additional voltage space vectors situated at the midpoints
of the sides forming the original triangular region.

This is referred as the triangularization algorithm in the pro-
posed work. To explain the triangularization algorithm further,
consider region I of an equivalent two-level inverter [Fig. 5(a)].
The region is formed by the voltage space vectors located at
A00, A01, and A02. The (α, β) coordinates of the voltage space
vectors located at A00, A01, and A02 are (0, 0), (4, 0), and
(2, 2

√
3), respectively (Fig. 4). The zero vector at A00 has

five redundant states (0 0 0, 1 1 1, 2 2 2, 3 3 3, 4 4 4). The
voltage space vectors located at A01 and A02 have only one
switching state each, which are (4 0 0) and (4 4 0), respectively.
Equation (1) applied to the coordinates of A00 and A01 will give
the coordinates of A11 as (2, 0). The application of (4) to the
switching states of the voltage space vectors located at A00 and
A01 will yield the switching states of the voltage space vector
located at A11. For the redundant state (0 0 0) of the zero vector
at A00 and the switching state of vector at A01 (4 0 0), (4) then
yields one redundant switching state of the vector located at
A11 as (2 0 0). For the redundant state (2 2 2) of the zero vector
at A00, (4) will yield another redundant state (3 1 1) of the
voltage space vector located at A11. Finally, for the redundant

Fig. 5. Sector identification and switching vector determination when the tip
of reference vector lies in region I of equivalent two-level inverter.

state (4 4 4) of the zero vector, (4) will result in the redundant
state (4 2 2) of the voltage space vector at A11 [Fig. 5(b)]. Sim-
ilarly, (2) and (5) applied to the voltage space vectors located at
A00 and A02 will yield the coordinates and redundant switching
state of the vector located at A12. The coordinates and the
switching states of the voltage space vector located at A13 are
given by (3) and (6) applied to the voltage space vectors located
at A01 and A02 [Fig. 5(b)]. Equations (1)–(3) will generate the
coordinates of the new voltage space vectors, and the switching
states corresponding to these new voltage space vectors are
generated by (4)–(6). Thus, the simple averaging represented
by (1)–(6) will simultaneously generate the coordinates of the
voltage space vectors and also their switching states.

In order to generate sectors of higher level inverter by
progressively dividing sectors of two-level inverter, the trian-
gularization algorithm is repeatedly applied. For a three-level
inverter, the number of iterations of triangularization algorithm
is one, two for five-level inverter, and three for nine-level
inverter. Each application of the triangularization algorithm will
generate four new triangles within a basic triangle. The number
of applications of the triangularization algorithm, which will
generate all the sectors of an n-level inverter, is thus given by

r = round
(
log4(n − 1)2

)
(7)

where round (.) operation implies rounding off to the nearest
largest integer.

The simple procedure, which will grow the fractal structure
when repeatedly iterated, is referred as the iterated function
system in fractal theory [25]. The repeated iteration of trian-
gularization algorithm will grow the inherent fractal structure
in space vector representation of multilevel inverters. The trian-
gularization algorithm is thus the iterated function system for
this fractal structure.
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IV. PROPOSED METHOD OF GENERATION OF PWM FOR

MULTILEVEL INVERTERS THROUGH FRACTALS

This section explains the proposed method for the generation
of SVPWM for a five-level inverter, using the inherent fractal
structure associated with the switching voltage space vector
representation of multilevel inverter. The implementation of
SVPWM involves the following four stages: 1) sector identi-
fication; 2) determination of switching voltage space vectors;
3) determination of the duration of each of the determined
switching voltage space vectors; and 4) determination of an
optimum switching sequence.

A. Sector Identification and Switching Vector Determination

Sector identification determines the triangle that encloses
the tip of the reference space vector. In the proposed method,
sector identification is done using the principle of repeated
triangularization. The vertices of triangle (sector) represent the
locations of switching voltage space vectors used to synthesize
the reference space vector. From the instantaneous values of
the three reference phase voltages Va, Vb, and Vc, the (α, β)
coordinates of the voltage space vector are determined. The
(α, β) components of the space vector of an n-level inverter can
be normalized through division by Vdc/n − 1, where Vdc is the
dc link voltage. In the case of a five-level inverter, the voltage
Vdc in the normalized space vector representation is therefore
represented by a vector of length four (Fig. 4). For a five-level
inverter, the switching vectors located at the six vertices of
the hexagon forming the periphery are the same as the vectors
of equivalent two-level inverter, having the switching states as
4 0 0, 4 4 0, 0 4 0, 0 4 4, 0 0 4, and 4 0 4.

A reference space vector
−−−→A00P is considered for explaining

the proposed method of sector identification for a five-level
inverter (Figs. 4 and 5). The proposed method of sector iden-
tification begins with determining the location of the tip of the
reference space vector

−−−→A00P from among the six regions of the
equivalent two-level inverter. The step is implemented by com-
parison of instantaneous reference phase voltages [12], [14].

In this case, the reference space vector
−−−→A00P is located in

region I of equivalent two-level inverter. The region I, from
Fig. 1(a), is formed by the vertices A00, A01, and A02. The
coordinates of the vertices are (0, 0), (4, 0), and (2, 2

√
3),

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The switching states cor-
responding to the vectors located at A00, A01, and A02 are also
shown in Fig. 5(a). The switching states of the vector located at
A00 have multiplicity, and the redundant states are (0 0 0, 1 1 1,
2 2 2, 3 3 3, 4 4 4). The switching states of the vector located at
A01 and A02 are (4 0 0) and (4 4 0), respectively. For a five-level
inverter, the total number of iterations of the triangularization
algorithm is two. In the first application of the triangularization
algorithm to the region enclosing the reference space vector
(region I of equivalent two-level inverter), it gets divided into
four smaller triangular regions. Equations (1)–(3) will generate
the coordinates of the new voltage space vectors located at A11,
A12, and A13, and simultaneously, (4)–(6) generate the inverter
states corresponding to these new switching vectors. The three
new voltage space vectors divide region I into four smaller
triangular regions marked R1, R2, R3, and R4 in Fig. 5(b).

The coordinates of the centroid of an equilateral triangle
can be determined as the average of coordinates of the three
vertices. For an equilateral triangle with the coordinates of the
vertices as (α1, β1), (α2, β2), and (α3, β3), the coordinates of
the centroid (αcent, βcent) are given by

αcent =
1
3
(α1 + α2 + α3) (8)

βcent =
1
3
(β1 + β2 + β3). (9)

The triangle with centroid closest to tip of reference space
vector is ΔA11A12A13.

As pointed out earlier, for a five-level inverter, the triangular-
ization algorithm has to be applied once more. The application
of (1)–(6) to ΔA11A12A13 will further generate three new volt-
age space vectors and, also, the inverter states corresponding to
these new voltage vectors, thus dividing it into four smaller tri-
angles [Fig. 5(c)]. From among these four triangles, the triangle
enclosing the reference space vector

−−−→A00P is ΔA23A25A26, as
its centroid is closest to tip of the reference space vector. The
sector is identified, and the inverter states corresponding to the
switching vectors located at the vertices of the identified sector
are also generated simultaneously.

B. Switching Vector Time Calculation

The next stage in the generation of SVPWM through the
proposed method involves determining the duration for which
the voltage space vectors located at the vertices of the identified
sector are to be switched. The determination of the duration of
operation of the switching voltage space vectors is simplified
by mapping the sector that is identified to enclose the reference
space vector to sector of a two-level inverter [14], [15]. The
mapping of the identified sector to a sector of the two-level
inverter is done by mapping one of the three vectors of the
identified sector to the actual zero vector in the voltage space
vector representation of the inverter. In this paper, the vector
selected to be mapped to the actual zero vector is referred as
virtual zero vector. The vector with minimum value for the sum
of magnitudes of α and β coordinates is chosen to be the virtual
zero vector for a particular sector. The sum of magnitudes of α
and β coordinates represents the total offset of the vector from
actual zero vector. Therefore, the chosen virtual zero vector is
the vector at minimum offset from zero vector.

As determined in sector identification, the reference voltage
space vector

−−−→A00P lies in the sector formed by the voltage
space vectors located at A23, A25, and A26. From Fig. 5(c), the
coordinates of the space vectors located at A23, A25, and A26

are (1,
√

3/2), (3,
√

3/2), and (2,
√

3), respectively. The voltage
space vector located at A23 is chosen as the virtual zero vector,
and the sector enclosing the reference space vector

−−−→A00P gets
mapped to region I of the two-level inverter. After mapping,
using the conventional equations in Table I, the duration of
the nonzero switching voltage space vectors (T1 and T2) is
determined.

The duration of the third vector (T0), which is the virtual
zero vector, is also determined. From the determined T0, T1,
and T2, the actual inverter leg switching times, designated as
Tga, Tgb, and Tgc, are also determined as in [12]. The Tga,
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TABLE I
EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING T1 AND T2 FOR A TWO-LEVEL INVERTER

Tgb, and Tgc signals are used to generate the three PWM
signals PWM_A, PWM_B, and PWM_C, respectively.

C. Optimized Switching Sequence Selection

Once the switching vectors are determined and their respec-
tive durations are calculated, then vectors are to be switched
in an optimum sequence such that only one switching occurs
when the inverter changes its state. In the space phasor PWM
technique, the optimum switching is achieved by using the
redundant states of the zero vector for alternate switching cy-
cles. In this paper, the optimum switching is achieved by using
two redundant switching states of the respective virtual zero
vector in the alternate cycles. For every sector, the switching
of the voltage space vectors starts and ends at the redundant
states of the virtual zero vector. This is explained for the sector
corresponding to the location of the reference space vector−−−→A00P, as in Fig. 5. As already determined, the tip of the
reference vector

−−−→A00P is located in the sector formed by the
vectors located at A23, A25, and A26 of which A23 is chosen
as the virtual zero vector. The switching states corresponding
to these switching vectors with redundancies are A23 (2 1 0,
3 2 1, 4 3 2), A25 (3 1 0, 4 2 1), and A26 (3 2 0, 4 3 1). The virtual
zero vector at A23 has three redundant switching states, while
the voltage vectors at A25 and A26 have two redundant states
each. In this paper, the redundancy is resolved by adopting a
strategy that, if the redundancy of the virtual zero vector is
greater than two, any of the redundant states of the virtual zero
vector other than the last redundant state is selected. It can be
verified that, if the last redundant state is chosen, the resulting
sequence which starts and ends with the virtual zero vector
will not result in an optimum sequence. The selected redundant
state of the virtual zero vector is first switched in a particular
sampling interval. The switching states of the other vectors are
automatically generated using the selected redundant state of
the virtual zero vector and the PWM signals. The sector formed
by the vectors located at A23, A25, and A26, with the voltage
space vector located at A23 selected as the virtual zero vector,
is mapped to sector I of the two-level inverter. When the PWM
signals for the three phases are generated using Tga, Tgb, and
Tgc for sector I, the switching occurs first in phase A followed
by phases B and C, which implies that Tga > Tgb > Tgc. For
the sector formed by the voltage space vectors located at A23,
A25, and A26, the redundant switching state of the virtual zero
vector selected is (3 2 1). When the PWM_A goes high, the

Fig. 6. Mapping of a reference space vector
−−−→
A00R by choosing the vector

located at A52 as the virtual zero vector, resulting in the new vector
−−−−→
A52R#.

switching state changes to (4 2 1), which is a redundant state
of the voltage space vector located at A25, which is the next
vector to be switched, changing the state of phase A from three
to four. The switching in PWM_B will change the switching
state to change from (4 2 1) to (4 3 1), changing the state of
phase B from two to three. The switching state (4 3 1) represents
the redundant state of the next vector to be switched in the
sequence. The PWM_C going high will change the switching
state to (4 3 2) from (4 3 1), resulting in a change of state
in phase C from one to two. Thus, the switching sequence is
(3 2 1) → (4 2 1) → (4 3 1) → (4 3 2) during a sampling
interval and (4 3 2) → (4 3 1) → (4 2 1) → (3 2 1) for the
subsequent interval. It may be noted that only one switching
occurs as the inverter moves from one inverter state to another.

Let us consider another reference space vector
−−−→A00R (Fig. 6).

The proposed method of sector identification will determine the
sector enclosing the reference space vector

−−−→A00R as the sector
formed by the voltage space vectors located at A52, A17, and
A53. As pointed out earlier, in the proposed method of sector
identification, the switching states corresponding to the voltage
space vectors located at the vertices of the identified sector
are also generated simultaneously with sector identification.
The switching voltage space vector located at A52 has two
redundant states (2 0 3, 3 1 4). The switching vectors located
at A17 and A53 have only one switching state each, which are
(2 0 4) and (3 0 4), respectively. The switching vector located
at A52 has the minimum value for the sum of magnitudes
of the α and β coordinates and is therefore selected as the
virtual zero vector. Following the strategy explained earlier will
result in the switching sequence for this sector as (2 0 3) →
(2 0 4) → (3 0 4) → (3 1 4) during a sampling interval and
(3 1 4) → (3 0 4) → (2 0 4) → (2 0 3) for the subsequent
sampling interval, resulting in switching only in one phase as
the inverter space vector moves from one vector to another.

Therefore, in this paper, optimum switching sequence is
achieved by adopting a strategy of selecting the switching state
of the virtual zero vectors from the available redundancies.
This simple strategy of choosing the switching states from the
available redundant states achieves optimum switching in every
sector and hence does not require lookup tables.

D. Generating the Inverter Leg Switching Times in the
Overmodulation Region

In the overmodulation region, also the sector identification,
switching vector determination, and determination of the virtual
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Fig. 7. Three-level inverter in open end winding configuration feeding the
induction motor windings from both ends with two two-level inverters.

zero vector for the sector enclosing the reference space vector
are done by utilizing the strategy explained earlier. It may be
noted that, during overmodulation, in the case of two-level
inverter, zero vector will not be switched and, in the case of
multilevel inverters, the virtual zero vector will not be switched
so that the entire sampling period is shared by only two vectors.
This principle is used to detect the overmodulation region, and
after mapping to the two-level inverter hexagon, T1 and T2

time periods are modified so that Ts = T1 + T2 [12]. If an
overmodulation is detected (i.e., if T0 < 0), the durations of
the nonzero switching vectors are modified from T1 and T2 to
T|

1 and T|
2, respectively, as

T|
1 =

T1

T1 + T2
xTs (10)

T|
2 =

T2

T1 + T2
xTs. (11)

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED

METHOD FOR THREE-LEVEL INVERTER

A. Inverter Configuration

The proposed scheme of generating SVPWM for multilevel
inverters can be applied to any generalized inverter config-
urations like neutral point clamped, H-bridge configuration,
capacitor clamped inverters, and open end winding. The
proposed algorithm is experimentally verified for a three-level
inverter configuration with an open end winding induction
motor (Fig. 7). The inverter configuration is achieved by
feeding the induction motor from both winding ends by two
two-level inverters [11]. The inverters I and II switch between
the levels zero and Vdc/2, resulting in three voltage levels
across the winding of the motor −Vdc/2, zero, and +Vdc/2.
The three voltage levels are represented using the digits 0, 1,
and 2. The PWM scheme is implemented using the dSPACE
DS 1104 card, and the glue logic for translating these to
actual gate signals is realized in field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) Xilinx Virtex. The algorithm is given in the
appendix, and it may be noted that, for three-level inverter, the
triangularization is to be done only once.

Fig. 8(a) shows the pole voltages VA1O and VA2O′ . Since
the modulation index corresponds to a two-level operation, one
of the inverters, which is inverter I, is clamped to the ground,
and it can be seen from Fig. 8(a) that only inverter II switches
between the levels zero and Vdc/2 (100 V). Fig. 8(b) shows the

Fig. 8. (X-axis 1 unit = 10 ms; Y -axis 1 unit = 2 V) Modulation index of
0.25. (a) Top trace is the pole voltage of inverter I, and bottom trace is the
pole voltage of inverter II. Inverter II switches between 0 and 100 V. (b) Motor
phase voltage VA1A2 and phase current corresponding to phase A. (c) Plot of
Tga (DAC output).

phase A voltage VA1A2 and the corresponding motor current,
where the phase voltage shows the profile as in the case of
two-level operation. Fig. 8(c) shows the inverter leg switching
time waveform (Tga) for the particular modulation index taken
through a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) output. The Tga
is used to generate the PWM signals.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental results for a modulation index
of 0.7. This corresponds to three levels of operation. Fig. 9(a)
shows the pole voltages VA1O and VA2O. Both inverters I and
II switch between the levels zero and Vdc/2. The net voltage
appearing across the motor winding will have three voltage
levels. Fig. 9(b) shows the phase A voltage VA1A2 and the
corresponding motor current. Fig. 9(c) shows the Tga waveform
for this modulation index.

Fig. 10 shows the results when the inverter is in the over-
modulation region corresponding to a modulation index of
1.15. Fig. 10(a) shows the pole voltages VA1O and VA2O. Both
inverters I and II show less switching, as expected in the case
of overmodulation operation, where vectors in the periphery
of the outer hexagon only are switched. Fig. 10(b) shows the
phase A voltage VA1A2 and the corresponding motor current.
Fig. 11 shows the gate signals for inverters I and II (captured in
logic analyzer), which are the output generated using the Xilinx
FPGA board.
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Fig. 9. (X-axis 1 unit = 5 ms; Y -axis 1 unit = 2 V) Modulation index of
0.7. (a) Top trace is the pole voltage of inverter I, and bottom trace is the pole
voltage of inverter II. Both inverters switch between 0 and 100 V. (b) Motor
phase voltage VA1A2 and phase current corresponding to phase A. (c) Plot of
Tga taken through DAC output.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has established the inherent fractal structure in the
voltage space vector representation of multilevel inverter and
proposes a method of generating SVPWM for multilevel in-
verter using this fractal structure. The proposed method exploits
the features of the fractal representation and the simplicity of
fractal arithmetic. The sector identification algorithm proposed
does not need lookup tables, and the inverter switching states
corresponding to the sector are generated simultaneously along
with the sector identification. Optimum switching of the vectors
is also achieved without using lookup tables. The proposed
scheme is explained for a five-level inverter, and experimental
results are presented for three-level inverter.

APPENDIX

ALGORITHM FOR INVERTER LEG SWITCHING TIME

CALCULATION FOR AN n-LEVEL INVERTER

1) Read the instantaneous amplitudes of phase voltages.
2) Determine the coordinates of the instantaneous reference

space vector.
3) Normalize the coordinates of the reference space vector

through division by VDC/n − 1.

Fig. 10. Modulation index of 1.15—Overmodulation. (a) Top trace is the
pole voltage of inverter I, and bottom trace is the pole voltage of inverter II
(X-axis 1 unit = 2.5 ms; Y -axis 1 unit = 100 V). (b) Motor phase voltage
VA1A2 and phase current corresponding to phase A (X-axis 1 unit = 5 ms;
Y -axis 1 unit = 100 V).

Fig. 11. Gating signals for (top three traces) inverter I and inverter II.
(Experimental results; output of FPGA captured using logic analyzer).

4) Determine the triangular region enclosing the normal-
ized reference space vector for an equivalent two-level
inverter.

5) Determine r, which is the number of iterations of
steps 6) to 9). Steps 6) to 9) are repeatedly applied on
the triangular region in step 4). r is given in (7).

6) Perform a triangularization on the triangular region iden-
tified in step 4).

7) Determine the centroid of each of the four triangles given
by (7) and (8). Also determine the triangle with centroid
closest to the normalized reference space vector.

8) If the number of applications of steps 6) to 9) is r, go to
step 11); else, go to step 6).

9) The triangle finally determined in step 9) represents the
triangle (sector) enclosing the reference space vector.
The voltage space vectors located at the vertices of the
triangle approximate the instantaneous reference space
vector.

10) Select the virtual zero vector from the vectors located at
the vertices of the identified sector.
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11) Subtract the coordinates of the virtual zero vector from
the coordinates of the identified sector.

12) Determine the duration of each switching voltage
space vector using conventional equations for a two-
level inverter. The duration of zero vector T0 =
Ts − (T1 + T2). If T0 < 0, go to step 13); else, go to
step 14).

13) T0 < 0 implies overmodulation. T1 and T2 are modified
according to (9) and (10).

14) Determine the inverter leg switching times using T1 and
T2, and generate the PWM.

15) Go to step 1).
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